We present a sublinear-time algorithm for testing whether a bounded degree graph is bipartite or far from being bipartite, Graphs are represented by incidence lists of bounded length d, and the testing algorithm can perform queries of the form: %ho is the ith neighbor of vertex o)". The tester should determine with high probability whether the graph la bipartite or c-far from bipartite for any given distance paramcter e. Distance between graphs is defined to be the fraction of entries on which the graphs differ in their incidencelists representation, Our testing algorithm has query complexity and running time poly((log N)/E) . fi where N la the number of graph vertices. In previous work [9] we allowed that 52 (o) q ueries are necessary (for constant c), and hence the performance of our algorithm is tight (m its dependence on N), up to polylogarithmic factors.
In our analysis we use techniques that were previously applied to prove fast convergence of random walks on expander graphs, Here we use the counter-positive statement that slow convergence implies small cuts in the graph, and further ahow that these cuts have certain additional propcrtiea, This implication is applied in showing that for any graph, the graph vertices can be divided into disjoint subsets such that: (1) the total number of edges between the diffcrcnt subsets is small; and (2) each subset itself exhibits a certain mixing property that is useful in our analysis.
IL Introduction
Property Testing as formulated in [13] and [8] ' is the study of the following family of tasks: Given oracle access to an unknown function, determine whether the function has a certain predellned property or is far from any function having that property, Distance between functions is measured in terms of the fraction of the domain-elements on which the two functions have different values. Thus, testing a property is a relaxation of deciding that property, and it suggests a certain notion of approsimation.
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'In [S] Property TeatinS waa given a broader definition. Here we rcatrlct oumclves to the opccial case of testing usinS queries under the uniform diotribution aa defined already in [13] .
A Sublinear Bipartiteness Tester for Bounded Degree Graphs
Dana Rant are almost as good as ones having the property, a testing algorithm, which is faster than the corresponding decision procedure, is a very valuable alternative to the latter. The same holds in applications where one encounters functions that either have the property or are far from having it.
Testing algebraic properties (e.g., linearity or being a polynomial of low-degree) plays an important role in the settings of Program Testing (e.g., [6, 13, 12] ) and Probabiititally Checkable Proof systems (e.g., [S, 4,7,3,2] ). Recently, the applicability of property testing has been extended to the domain of combinatorial optimization and the context of approximation algorithms (rather than inapproximability results via PCP). In particular, fast property testers for a variety of standard graph theoretic problems such as t-Colorability, Max-CUT and edge-connectivity, have been presented [8, 91 , and applications to the standard notion of approximation have been suggested (e.g., to approximating ma-CUT in dense graphs [8] ).
The complexity and applicability of property testing depends very much on the representation of the objects being tested. Two models, corresponding to the two standard representations of graphs, were suggested for testing graph properties. In the first model, most appropriate to the study of dense graphs, graphs are represented by their adjacencymatrix (equivalently, adjacency predicate) [S] . This means that the tester may make queries of the form "are zb and v adjacent in the graph". Moreover, the distance between two N-vertex graphs is defined as the fraction of vertexpairs on which the graphs disagree over the total of Na possible vertex-pairs (i.e., elements in the domain of the adjacency predicate). In the second model, most appropriate to the study of bounded-degree graphs, graphs are rep resented by their incidence-lists [9] : That is, an N-vertex graph of degree bound d is represented by a function from {1,2 ,....I N} x {I,2 ,..., d} to {9,1,2 ,...., N}. This means that the tester may make queries of the form "who is the ith neighbor of v" (and the answer may be a vertex or 0 indicating that v has less than i neighbors). In this model, the distance between N-vertex graphs of degree bound d is defined as the fraction of vertex-pairs on which they disagree over the total dN pairs in the domain of the function.
It is not surprising that property testing in the above two models has different flavor and complexity, and requires different techniques. A natural graph property exhibiting such a difference is bipartiteness. In the jirst model (adjacencymatrix representation), a simple algorithm of complexity independent of the size of the graph was shown to be a good tester of bipartiteness [8] : Given a distance parameter 0, the algorithm uniformly selects a set of 6(F2) vertices and accepts if and only if the subgraph induced by these vertices is bipartite. Clearly, each bipartite graph is accepted, and it was shown that any graph which is c-far from bipartite is rejected with high probability. Under the distance metric of the first model, this means that graphs for which every 2-partition has cN2 bipartite-violating edges, are rejected with high probability -a statement which is meaningful for dense graphs. On t,he other hand, it \vas shown that in the second model (incidence-lists representation), 0(a) queries are required for te.&ng bipartiteness (for constant d and e such as d = 3 and 6 = 0.01) [9] .
In this tvork we show t,hat bipartiteness can be tested in the second model (incidence-lists representation) in time 6(poly(l/c) -0).
This result is quite tight in light of the above cited lolver bound. Furthermore, it enriches the study of combinatorial pr0pert.y testing in tlvo ways:
1.
2.
The graph testing algo&hms presented in both [SJ and [9] have complesit,y bounded by a fun&on of the distance parameter E (independent of the size of the graph). As shown in [9] , such complexity can not be achieved for some natural properties. Our result demonstrates that pr0pert.y testing may have something to offer also in such a case. In general, we believe that a property testing algorithm is of interest if its complesity (for, say, con&ant c) is lolver than the complesiB of deciding the property. We have demonst,rated a natural problem for which property tejting requires and can be done in time which is approximately the square root of the t,ime required for deciding.
The graph testing algorithms presented in [s] operate by uniformly selecting a small sample of vertices and inspecting the subgraph induced by them. Thii is certainly an import,ant. paradigm, but limited in scope to dense graphs and furthermore to cases where random subgraphs inherit properties of t,he graph. The algorithms in [9] operate by uniformly selecting a vertex and inspecting its close neighborhood. This paradigm seems rest,ricted to bounded-degree graphs and to prop erties mhich are "approximately local". The algorithm presented in this paper can be viewed as a combination of both paradigms. In a way, \ve select a random sample of vertices together vtith random pat.hs connecting them. Certainly, rve cannot just select random vertices and t,hen try to find paths among them. Instead, sve take many random &ks starting at. (fetv) uniformly selected vertices.
Techniques. The algorit,hm presented in thii paper is fairly simple. The algorithm uniformly selects 0(1/c) starting vertices, and from each st,arting vertex it performs poly((log N)/e) + &? random wal,&, each of length poly((log N)/E). If for any starting vertex s it detects that s lies on an odd-length cycle, then it, rejects the graph. Otherwise it accepts. It. is clear t.hat if the graph is bipartite, then it is allvays accepted. The main thrust of our analysis is in proving that if the graph is far from bipartite then an odd-length cycle is detected 1vit.h high probability. More precisely, \ve prove the counter-positive of that statement: If the acceptance probability is not too small then there exists a partition of t,he graph vertices that does not cause many violation (i.e. edges betxveen vertices that belong to the same side of the partition).
To prove the esistence of such a good partition, we use combinatorial techniques bhat were previously applied to prove fast convergence of random walks on expanders [ll] . Whereas hiihail [ll] showed that, if t,here are no small cuts in the graph bhen convergence must be rapid, we sholv that too slow of 3 convergence implies t,he esistence of small cuts with certain additionalproperties needed for the rest of our analysis. In particular, lve sholv that for any graph, the graph vertices can be divided into disjoint subsets such that: (1) the total number of edges betlveen the different subsets io small, and (2) each subset S eshibits certain mising prop erties. Namely, there esists 3 vertes s such that for every vertex o in S, a short ~valk from s ends at TV mith probability approximately d-&. This mixing property is used to show that eit.her the verOices in S can be P-partitioned tvivithout causing many violations, or an odd-length cycle (containing s) is detected jvith high probability. Hence, if the graph is accepted with high enough probabiity, t,hen \ve can deduce that almost all of these subsets can be 2-part.itioned xvithout having many internal violations. Adding the (relntively few) edges betlveen the subset, me end up lvith a good partition of the whole graph.
As a corollary to our analysis, we obtain several lemma which may be of independent-interest. In particular, 3 drastic "degeneration" of our analysis yields the follofving combinatorial proposition (whose proof is given in Appendix B). Proposition 1 Let G be an undirected graph having N ucrtices and degree at most cl. Ij G is e-jar from bipartite then it contains an odd-length cycle of length L = O(e" log N). Furthermore, such a cycle can be found in time linear in N.
On the other hand, if G has no odd-cycle of length at most L then it can be B-partitioned in linear time no that there are at most e -dN violating edges.
For lack of space lve do not provide complete proofa of all our lemmas in t,his extended abst.ract. For a full version of this paper see [lo] .
Preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected simple graph with N vert.ices lvhere each vertex has degree at most d. For a vertex 8, let I'(v) be t.he set of neighbors of ZJ. We think of G as being represented by a t.wo-dimensional array of size N :i d, mhero for each vertex 2, and integer i E { 1,. . . , a} the value of the corresponding entry is the ith neighbor of o. If 21 110s less than d neighbors then this value may be 0 (where 0 $ V). For any subgraph H of G let the size of H, denoted IHI, be the number of vertices in H.
Let P = (V~,Vz) be a partition of V. We say that an edge (v,u) E E is a violating edge with respect to P, if el and u belong to the same subset Vb, (for some b E {1,2}). A partit,ion P is said to be c-good, where 0 ,< E 4 1, if the number of violating edges in G lvith respect to P io at most E. dN. We say that G is e-jar from being bipnrtite, if there is no c-good partition of V. In other Words, G is c-far from being bipartite if the fraction of entries in its array representation that need to be modified in order to make it bipartite is greater than 2c. ' An algorithm for testing bipartiteness is given a size parameter, N, a degree parameter, d, and a distance parameter c. It is then given oracle access to an unknoivn graph G (lvith N vertices and masimum degree d). That is, the algorithm may ask queries of the form 5vho is the it*' neighbor 2We note that, for sake of simplicity, thin definition olightly diffcro from that discussed in the Introduction and in [O] . There, e is the fraction of entries that should be modified in the graph rcprcncntotion. This means that each (undirected) edge (u, u in G io counted twko -once as an entry [v, i] and once as an entry i u, j]. of vertex 2)" (i.e., make probes into the array representation of G), If G is bipartite then with probability at least $ the nlgorithm should accept it, and if G is c-far from bipartite, then with probability f it should reject it. 3 Tho Algorithm In this section WC present our algorithm for testing bipartitencns, Since the algorithm has oracle access to G, as defined in Section 2, it can be viewed as performing W(I~!ZI on G, starting from vertices of its choice. In particular, our algorithm (dcecribed in Figure l) , performs random walks on G: At cnch step, if the degree of the current vertex u is d' 5 d, then the walk remains at 21 with probability 1 -.$ 1 $, and for each u E l?(v), the walk trauerses to u with probability &, Thus, the stationary distribution over the vertices is uniform, If we consider only steps in which the walk continued to a new vertex, then each random walk corresponds to n pnth in the graph. This path is not necessarily simple, but does not contain self loops. Note that when referring to the length of the walk, we mean the total number of steps tnkcn, including steps in which the walk remains at the current vcrtcx, while the length of the corresponding path does not include these steps. If G ia c-far from being bipartite then the algorithm rejecto wit}& probability at least $: Furthermore, whenever Ihc algorithm rejects a graph :t outputs a certificate to the non.bipartiteness of the graph in form of an oddlength cycle of length poly(c" log N).
Analyolo of the Algorithm
The completeness part of Theorem 2 (i.e., accepting bipartite graphs) is straightformard, We focus on proving the soundness of the algorithm (i.e., that c-far graphs are rejetted tith probability i). What me eventually shovz (m Subsection 4.6) is the counterpositive. Namely, that if the test accepts G v~th probability greater than $ then there exists an c-good partition of G. We start lvith an overview of our analysis.
The Rapidly-Mixing
Case. To gain intuition, consider first the follo\ving "ideal" case: From each starting vertex s in G, and for every v E V, the probability that a random v~alk of length L = poly((logN)/~) ends at v is at least & and at most 2 -i.e., approximately the probability assigned by the stttionary distribution. (Note that this ideal case occurs when G is an expander). Let us fix a particular starting vertex s. For each vertex v, let p: be the probabiity that a random walk (of length L) starting from s, ends at v and corresponds to an even-length path. Define pi analogously for odd-length paths. Then, by our assump tion on G, for every u, pv + pt 1 n. We consider tlvo cases regarding the sum CvEv pt . p: -In case the sum is (relatively) %malY, we shone that there exists a partition (Ve,V,) of V that is c-good, and so G is c-close to being bipartite. Otherlvise (i.e., svhen the sum is not "small"), we show that Pr[odd-cycle(s) = found] is constant. This implies that in case G is accepted tith probability at least g then G is e-close to being bipartite. In what follows me give some intuition concerning the two cases.
Consider first the case in which xvEv pt . pt is smaller than c-5 for some suitable constant c < 1. Let the partition (V,, V,) be defined as follows: Ve = {v : p", > pi} and Vi = {v : pt > p:}. Consider a particular vertex 21 E Vo. By definition of Ve and our rapid-mixing assumption, p", > &. Assume v has neighbors in VO. Then for each such neighbor 1, p", 2 & as well. Hosvever, since there is a probability of 8 of taking a transition from u to v in walks on G, \ve can infer that each neighbor u contributes Q($ . &) to * the probability pV. 3 Thus, if there are many violating edges lvith respect to (Ve, V,), then the sum &, pt api is large, contradicting our case hypothesis.
We nom turn to the second case (~V,vp~ .pt 2 c. 5). For every fixed pair i,i E (1,. . . , K} (recall that K = Q(n) is the number of malks taken from s), consider the O/l random variable that is 1 if and only if both the ith and the ith walk end at the same vertex v but correspond to paths svith different parity. Then the expected value of each random variable is xoEv 2 + pz -pt. Since there are K2 = a(N) such variables, the expected value of their sum is greater than 1. These random variables are not pairsvise independent, nonetheless we can obtain a constant bound on the probability that the sum is 0 using Chebyshev's inequality (cf., [l, Sec. 4.31).
The General Case. Unfortunately, \ve may not assume in general that for every (or even some) starting vertex, all (or even almost all) vertices are reached lvith probability @(l/N). Instead, for each vertex s, we may consider the set of vertices that are reached from s with relatively high 3The reason that we cannot claim that it is at least &J* rfv, is that we only know that the probability of reaching u on an (even) walk of length I), is at least hfv while we need a lower bound on walks of length L -1 (so that when adding the extra step to v we have a walk of length L.
probabiiB on walks of length L = poly((log N)/c). As was done above, we could t,ry and pa&ion these vertices according to Qhe probabiit,y that t,hey are reached on random walks corresponding to even-length and odd-length paths, respectively, The difficu1t.y that arises is how to combine the different partitions induces by the different starting vertices, and how to argue that there are fern violating edges between vertices partitioned according to one startin:; vertex and vertices partitioned according to a.not.her (assuming they are exclusive).
To overcome &is difficulty, we proceed in a slightly different manner. Let us call a vertes s good, if the probability t,hat odd-cycle(s) returns found is at most 0.1. Then, assuming G is accepted 1vit.h probabiit,y greater t,han 5, all but at most 2 of the vertices are good. We define a partition in stages as follows. In the first stage we pick any good vertes s. What, we can show is t,hat not only is there a set of vertices S that are reached from s with high probability and can be partitioned without many violations (due to the goodness of s), but also that. t.here is a small cut between S and t,he rest of t,he graph. Thus, no matter how we partiBion the rest of the vertices, t.here cannot. be many violating edges between S and V \ S. We therefore partition S (as above), and continue with the rest of Bhe vertices in G.
In the nest stage, and those that. follow, we consider the subgraph H induces by the yet '"unpartitioned" vert.ices. If ]Hl < fN then we can partition H arbit,rarily and stop since t,he total number of edges adjacent to vert.ices in H is less than 2 -dN. If IHI 1 snr then we can show that any good vertes s in H Bhat. has a certain addit,ional property (which at least half of the vertices in H have), determines a set S (whose vertices are reached v&h high probability from s) wisith the following propertie.. q* S can be parbitioned without having many violating edges among vert,ices in S; and there is a small cut between S and the rest of H. Thus, each such set, S accounts for the violating edges between pairs of vertices t,hat both belong to S as well as edges between pairs of vertices such that one vertes belongs to S and one to V(H) \ S. Adding it all toget.her, the total nuniber of violating edges wirith respect to 6he final partition is at most c.dN. THE SET S. To prove t,he esistence of such sets S, consider first the initial &age in the part,ition process (i.e., here H = G). Recall t,hat. in this stage we are looking for a subset of vertices S 2 V, all reached v&h relatively high probabiity from some good vertes s, that are separated from t,he rest of G by relatively few edges. l?rom the previous discussion me know that if for all (or almost all) vertices v in G, a random walk of length poly((log N)/e) starting from s ends at v with probabiity @(l/N) then me can define a good partition of all of G and be done. Thus assume me are not in this case. Namely, there is a significant fraction of vertices that, are reached from s with probability that differs significantly from l/N. In other words, e.he distribution on the ending vertices (when starting from s) is far from stationary. What we can show (using techniques of Miiail [ll] ) is that this implies the esistence of a small cut between some set of vertices S that are each reached from s with probability that is roughly l/dm and Bhe rest of G. Furthermore, we can shorn that S has an additional property that combined with the fact that s is good implies that it can be part,itioned without having many violating edges.
In the nest stages of t,he partition process, we would have liked to apply the same techniques to determine small cuts (with ot.her desired properties) in subgraphs H of G. If WC could at each stage "cuf-away" the subgraph II from the rest of G and perform walks only inside H then we would have proceeded as in the first stage. However, Bhese oubgraphn H are only determined by the analysis while the algorit.hm, oblivious to the analysis, always performs random walku on all of G. Therefore we would like to have a way to map WcllkO in G to walks in H so that probabiit.ies of events occurring in imaginary walks on H can be related to events occurring in the real walks on G. Consider a walk of length L in G that starts at s in H. Suppose we remove from this wdk all steps outside of H and refer to t,he remaining sequence of steps as the restriction of the walk to H. If t,he walk never takes long escursions outside of H, then for sufficiently large L, the restricbion of the walk to H is sufficiently long for our purposes (i.e. proving the existence of a set S with the desired propert.ies). However, if the walk does take long escursions (and in particular if it esits H and does not return within L steps) then it is not useful for our purposes.
THE MARKOV CHAIN. To model both t,he undesired long escursions, and the fact that we want to disregard (or cont.ract to one step) the short escursione, we define, for any given subgraph H of G, an auxiliary Markov Chain. The states of the Markov Chain are the vert,ices of H and some additional ausiliary states. We prove several claims concerning the chain, and in particular relate random walks on the chain to random walks on G. The basic idea is that short escursions out, of H starting at v E H and ending at u E H (in walks on G), are translated (in the Markov Chain) to a single transition between v and a. On the other hand, long escursions are translated to walks outside of H (on ausiliary paths) that effect,ively do not return to H (when performing walks of a particular length on t.he Markov Chain). WC then show that for a suitable choice of "long" and "short", for at least half of the starting vert,ices in H, (which we refer to ~EI useful vert,ices) the probability of entering an ausiliary path in the Markov Chain (which corresponds to esiting H for a long escursion in G \ H) is small. Armed with thii property of the Markov Chain, we prow that for every useful st,arting vertex s in H bhere e.sists a oubset of vertices S in H that are all reached with high probability from s and are separated from the rest of II by a small cut. We then give sufficient condit.ions (on 3 and S) under which the set S can be part,itioned without many violations. In case these condibions are not satisfied then we show that a sufficient number of walks starting from 3 in the Markov Chain, will detect an odd cycle with probability greater than 0.1. Based on the definit,ion of the hlarkov Chain, these conditions (for the same s and S) also imply that (slightly longer) walks on G will detect an odd cycle in G with probability greater than 0.1. Combining all the above we prove Theorem 2.
Organization.
In Subsection 4.1 we define t,he Markov Chain discussed above. In Subsection 4.2 we bound the probability of entering ausiliary paths in the hfarkov Chain (i.e., taking long escursions outside of H) for most start,ing vertices. In Subsection 4.3 we determine the set S (discusxd above). Subsections 4.4 and 4.5 present a dichotomy: Either S can be parbrt,itioned without many violat,ions, or an odd cycle is detected with non-negligible probabiit,y. The proof io wrapped up in Subsection 4.6. (1) For each vertex u, the transition probability from v to u, denoted qu,", is the probability of a walk (in G) starting from u and ending at u after less than & steps (without passing through any other vertex in H). Thus, walks of length less than .!a out of H (and in particular the walk v -u in case (v, u) E E), arc contracted into single transitions. (2) There lo an auxiliary path of length .& emitting from v. The transition probability from v to the first auxiliary vertex on the path equals the probability that a walk starting from v exits II and does not return in less than 12 steps. From the last auxiliary vertex on the auxiliary path there are transitions to vertices in H with the corresponding conditional probabilitien of reaching them after such a walk. A more formal definition follows, For every vertex v in H we have a state v in M:(H). For simplicity, WC shall continue referring to these states as vertices. Let the border of H, denoted B(H), be the set of vertices in H that have at least one neighbor in G that is not in H, Then, for every vertex v E B(H), we have a act au,l,, . , , av,(r of ausiliary states. Let p&,(l) denote the probability of a walk of length t that starts at v and ends at u without passing through any other vertex in H. Namely, it io the sum over all such walks w, of the product, taken over all steps in w, of the transition probabilities of these steps, In particular, p&(l) 2 $ (where equality holds in case v has degree d), and for every u E I'(v), p!,,,(l) = $I. The transition probabilities, qz,y, in M:(H) are defined as followa:
l For every v and u in H, qU," = czT1 pff,,(t).
Thus, qu,U is a sum of pf,,,(l) and x2;' p&,(t). The first term implies that for every v in H, qv," > $ and for every pair of neighbors 2, and u, qU," 2 f. The second term, which we refer to as the czcess pro fl ability is due to walks of length less than &, (from v to u) passing through vertices outside of 11, and can be viewed as contraction of these walks. Note that for every pair of vertices v and II, qv," = qU,". u E H, qa+,u = i ' &ca P:,"(t). q~l.v,l In other words, qu,a,, is the probability that a random walk in G that'starts from v takes at least & steps outside of H before returning to H, and qav,cI,U is the conditional probability of reaching u in such a walk, Thus, the auxiliary states form auxiliary paths in M::(H), where these paths correspond to walks of length at least & outside of H. We shall restrict our attention to walks of length at most & in M:(H), and hence any wlk that starts at a vertex of H and enters an auxiliary path never returns to vertices of H. For any two states y, z in M:(H) let q9,*(t) be the probability that a walk of length t starting from y ends at z. We further let the parity of the lengths of paths corresponding to walks in G be carried on to h$(H). That is, each transition between vertices v and Al that corresponds to walks outside of H consists of two transitions -one due to evenlength paths, and one to odd-length paths. For any two vertices in v, u E H and for u E (0, l}, we let q&(t) denote the probability in M::(H) of a walk of length 2 starting from v, ending at u, and corresponding to a path whose length has parity u.
In zdl that follows we wume that G is connected. Our analysis can easily be modified to deal with the case in which G is not connected, simply by treating separately each of its connected components. Under the assumption that G is connected, for every v and u in H, there exists a t such that q,,,(t) > 0, and hence M::(H) is irreducible. Furthermore, because for each v E H qv," > 4, M:(H) is also aperiodic. Thus it has a unique stationary distribution.
Probability of long walks Outside of H
In our first lemma me show that the probability of entering an auxiliary path nhile taking walks of length at most 41 in M::(H), starting from a uniformly chosen vertex in H, is small, provided & < &. This implies that for L = & . &, with high probability, a random walk of length L in G (starting from a uniformly chosen vertex in H), will perform at least & steps in H. Lemma 4.1 Let H be a subgraph of G, and 11 and 02 be integers. The probability that a wok in h$ (H) startingfrom a uniformly chosen uertez ofH enters an auziliarypath after at most .& steps, is at most $ -#.
The proof of Lemma 4.1, which is somewhat technical, is given in Appendix A. It also establishes that for every v E H, t,he stationary distribution assigned to v is at least 1/2]HI. Definition 4.1 ll'e say that a vsrtsz s is useful with respect to M:(H) if the probability that a walk in M:(H) starting from a enters an auxiliarypoth after at most fs steps, is at rnost2.H.
As a direct corollary to Lemma 4.1 (using Markov's inequalit,y), we obtain Corollary 3 Let H be a subgraph of G, and El and & be integers. Then at least half of the vertices s in H are useful with respect to h{:(H).
4.3
Determining the Set S
In the following lemma we adapt. techniques used by Mihail [ll] . While Mihail showed t.hat high espansion leads to fast convergence of random walks to the stationary dii tribution, we show dhat too slow of a convergence implies small cuts t,hat have cert,ain additional properties. In particular, the vertices on one side of the cut can be reached widh roughly the same, relatively high probability from some vertex Y. The places where we diverge from Mihail's analysis, are when we use the specific properties of the hfarkov Chain hi:(H), in order to obtain the additional properties of the cut. Then for eoery vertex s that is useful with respect to M::(H), there exists a subset of vertices S in H an integer t, e1/2 5 t 5 El, and a value p = Q (&j)f such that:
1. The number of edges between S and the rest of H is at most Zj . da ISI.
For every v E S, J-s qs,v(t) 5 Fy/&$;
Proof Sketch: Below we provide an overview of this rather technically involved proof. Let M dgf M:(H), and fix a useful starting vertex s in H. We consider two case3. In the first (easy) case, there esists t, &/2 C t 2 &, such that, for all by at most $lHl of the vertices rin H, qs,v(t) 2 &rel, where # is t,he probability assigned by the stationary i' 'b rstrr ution of AI to v. In other words, in this case almost all vertices in H are reached with probabiit,y that is not much smaller than that assigned by the stationary distribution. Denote t,he set. of t,hese vertices by W. Thus, for each v in w, q&U(t) 2 +;I = Q(&) = n(Jx). Sets to be the subset of vertices $1 in W for which qs,:(t) is at most F = @(l/c) times thii lower bound. Then it 1s easy to verify that S satisfies t.he requirements of the lemma.
In the second (and main) case, we have that for every t between &/2 and 81, for at least glH[ of bhe vertices v in K qw(t) < $rer. This means that the walk on M is not rapidly mising. Using the counterpositive of the standard rapid mixing analysis, one may infer that there is a rclatively small "cut" in M. However, this is not sufficient for our goal for several reasons. Firstly, we are interested in a small cut in H (while a small cut in M might involve ausiliary states). Secondly, we are interested in a cut that has the additional property stated in the lemma. Fortunately, we are able to adapt the specific analysis of Mihail [ll] to overcome both problems. Building on Mihail's formulat,ion, we first restrict our attention to t.he states of hI t,hnt COG respond to vert,ices in H, where here we use the hypothesis that a is useful (see Definit,ion 4.1). Furthermore, we consider as candidates for the set S only those vert.ices t,hat are reached from a with probability that is greater than the stat.ionary probability. We can then obt,ain a relatively small cut for which all vertices v's with qJIV(t) crbove some value are on one side and the rest on the other. Using a more careful analysis we determine a cut, (S, V(H) \ S), with the extra properties required in t.he lemma. In psrt,icular, for each v E S, qs,"(t) is relatively big, and all t.hese values are of about the same size. In bhe next lemma we give sufficient condit,iona under which subsets of vertices can be part,itioned without having many violating edges. What the lemma essentially requires is that for some fixed vert,ex s and subset of vertices S in H, there is a lower bound on the probability that each vertes in S is reached from a (in t steps), and t,here aren't too many vertices v in t,he subset such that bot.11 q&(t) and q!+,(t) UC large (with respect to thii lower bound). 
Proof:
Let M '% M:(H). Consider a vcrtes 2) and let v E S,, for u E (0, 1). By definition of the partit.ion (SO, Sr), q:"(t) 2 $qs*"(t) L 2. By definit,ion of M we have that While we know that for every u E S,, q&(t) 1 $qdlU(t)\s 4, we need a lower bound on q&(t -1).
Claim: Let u E S,. If t = Q(log(l/o)), then q&(2 -1) 2 i$d,u(t). We prove the claim momentarily, and first show how the lemma follows from the claim and Equabion (1). By combining Equation (1) with the claim, we have that for every vertes v such that v E S,, P:"(t) I $ c d,"(t)
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And hcncc, Assume, contrary to what is claimed in the lemma that the number of violating edges with respect to (Se,Sr) is more than 2' 0 2 . d * ISI. Then whore the factor of 2 in the first inequality comes from the contribution of the edge (2, y) both to q&(t). q:,=(t) and to &s(t) * q&,(t). But this contradicts the second hypothesis of the lemma.
Proof of Claim: Without loss of generality let u = 0. Considcr random walks of length t in M that do not enter an auxiliary path (or else they cannot reach u as t < 1x1). In what follows we map walks of length t that end at u and corrcapond to even length paths, to walks of length t -1 that end at u (and have the same parity). We do this by removing a single step in which the walk remained at the current vertex, Intuitively, since the probability of remaining at the current vertex is at least 9, the total probability of the resulting walks (of length t -1) is roughly the same as that of the original walks (of length t). In what follows we formalize this, Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.1, we associate with each walk a sequence of transition-labels. Transitions that correspond to edges between vertices are given the edgelnbcl, and the self-transition from a vertex v to itself is replaced by 2d -II'(v)1 transitions (labeled lI'(u)[ f 1,. . . ,2d), ench having probability &J, Thus each walk of length t (that does not enter an auxiliary path) is uniquely labeled and has exa$ ;hc same probability, (h)'.
e o = a, and Q,..., vt be the vertices passed on a random walk of length 2. Consider those steps i in which the walk remains at the current vertex. That is, i such that Since (conditioned on the event that the walk $eI r%'&ter an auxiliary path), the probability at each stop i that vi = vi-1 is at least +, the expected number of ouch steps io at least $. By a multiplicative Chernoff bound WC IIIWC that the probability that I{i : vi = vi-l}1 < $, is at most cxp(-l/12) < o/4.
We now focus only on those walks that end at u and corrcapond to even-length paths. Let the set of these walks be denoted U, Recall that since u E SO, we have that q&,(t) 2 Q* Let T be the subset of walks in U for which I{i : vi z= t&l), 2 f. By what we have shown above, ITI 2 IUl/2. Let T' is the set of walks of length t -1 that end at u and can be obtained from some walk in T by removing a single step i such that vi = v;-1. Consider an auxiliary bipartite graph over T UT' that has the fO~OWbI& edges. There is an edge between a node in T and a node in T' if an only if the latter can be obtained from the former by removing a single step i such that vi = vi-r. We allow for multiple edges in case there is more than one way to perform this transformation (that is, if the walk remained at a particular vertex for more than one step, and furthermore, took the same self-transition in all the corresponding steps).
By definition of T, each node in T is incident to at least it edges, while each node in T' is incident to at most t. (2d-1) edges. (The factor of (2d -1) is the result of the multiple self-transitions). Therefore, ITI -f 5 IT'] . (2d -1) . t, and so IT'1 > & . ITI I &j -IUl. Since each walk in T' has probability (2d)-('-') while each walk in U has probability (2d)", the claim, and subsequently the lemma, follow. H
Sufficient Conditions for Detecting Odd Cycles
In the next lemma we describe sufficient conditions for "detecting" odd cycles when performing walks in M:(H) starting from some vertex s. What the lemma essentially requires is that there exist a subset S of vertices such that there are both lower and upper bounds on the probability that each vertex in S is reached from s (in t < G steps), and there are many vertices n in S such that both q&(t) and q:,,(t) are large (with respect to the lower bound). As stated later in Corollary 4, these conditions are sufficient for detecting odd cycles when performing random walks in G of length .& -&. We note that when we apply Lemma 4.4, we set a = POlY (e/(lo!z N))l&iVl and F = 0(1/e), so that the number of random walks that should be performed is poly((log N)/e)fl. Proof Sketch: Let hi dsf M:(H), and y dGf Eves q&(t). q:,,(t), so that by the second hypothesis of the lemma y 1 $ -ISI -oz. Consider n = O (*) random walks of length t starting from s in M. For 1 5 i,j 5 m, let qi,j be a O/l random variable that is 1 if and only if the it" and jth walks correspond to paths whose lengths have different parity, but both end at the same vertex in S. Thus, we would like to upper bound the probability that &j rli,j = 0. The difliculty is that the q;,j's are not pairwise independent. Yet, since the sum of the covariances of the dependent. qi,l's is quite small, Chebyshev's Inequality is still very useful (cf., [l, Sec. By the definition of hl, the distribution on d(zu) induced by t,he distribution on eu is exactly the same as t,he distribution on random walks of length & in hf.
Let ~L(G, s) be the probability, when performing walks of length L on G start,ing from s that for some vertex v in S we shall reach v bot.h on a prefix of a walk that corresponds to an even-lengt,h path and on a prefis that corresponds to an odd-length path. Let *'e,(hf,s) be the probability, when performing walks of length El on hi starting from s that for some vertex v in S we shall end up at v both on a walk that corresponds to an even-length pat,h and on a walk that corresponds to an odd-length pat. Recall that we need to show that if the test accepts G with probability greater than 5 dhen G is c-close to bipartite. We say t,hat a vertes Y in G is good (for defining a partition) if the probability that odd-cycle(s) returns found is at mosb 0.1. Otherwise it is bad. Since t.he test rejects G with pr0babiit.y less than $, and T = Q(l/c), the fraction of bad vertices in G is at most c/16. We now show that in such a case we can find a partition of the graph vertices that has at most c&V violating edges. We shall do so in steps, where in each step we partition a new set of vertices S until we are left. wit,h at most iN vertices. For each partitioned set S we show that,: (1) there are few (at most :dlSl) violating edges between pairs of vertices in S; and (2) there are few (at most $dlSl) edges between S and the yet "unpartitioned" vertices R so that no matter how the vertices in R are partit,ioncd, the number of violating edges between S and R is small, At each step, let D be the set of vertices we have already partitioned, and let H be the subgraph induced by V \ D. (where F, (Y and p are as set above), obtain a contradiction to our assumption bhe s is good. Thus, as long as IHI 1 iN, each set S contributed at most f . ISI * d + f -ISI . d violating edges to the partition. Since these sets are disjoint, all these violat,ing edges Burn up to z -d -N. The final H contributes at most 2 -N . d, and so% is c-close to Bipartite.
Verifying that indeed T = 0(1/c), li = poly((log N)/r))* fi, and L = poly((log N)/E)), and that the odd-cycle procedure can be implemented in time a(K -L), the theorem follows.
Proof: To prove the lemma we define an additional Markov Chain, which we denote by M(H). The chain M(H) is used to describe random malks in G (of any length), where the parts of the walks that are outside of H pass through auxiliary states. For each vertex v in H we have a state in M(H). For every pair of vertices v and u in B(H), and for every t > 2 such that there exists a walk of length t between v and u outside of H, me have two sets of t -1 auxiliary statesone set creates a path of length t from v to u, and one set creates a path from u to v.
The transition probabilities qV," in M(H are defined as LL follows. For every v E H, qv," = 1 -',I . For every v,u E H such that u E I'(v), qV+ = $. For every pair of vertices v and I in B(H) and for every t 2 2 (such that ti can be reached from v in a walk of length t outside of H), the probability of entering the auxiliary path connecting u to v is p&(t); for each auxiliary state on the path, the transition probability to the next state is 1, and the last state goes with probability 1 to ~1. Let #fH) be the probability assigned to state s by the stationary distribution of M(H). The following claim says that for every vertex v in H, the stationary probability of v is the same as in walks on G. The proof of Claim 1, which uses an even more details Markov Chain than M(H) is eQomitted due to lack of space. Claim 1: For every v E H, ;rtftH) = $. By construction of hi(H), for every pair of vertices v and u in B(H), and for every t 1 2, the stationary probability of the first auxiliary state on the corresponding auxiliary path is ;rv h'(H) *p&(t). Thii is true since this state has only one incoming transition, and this transition is from v. By definition of the transition probabilities on auxiliary paths, for every 2 5 L < t -1, the stationary probability of the fZrh auxiliary state on the path is &'r(H) -p&(t) as well. Let &,t denote the total stationary distribution on the auxiliary path of length t from v to u. Then, on one hand H v,u,t = t -?rF@) * p&(t), and on the other hand, since all paths are disjoint, &eH, t12 Hv+,t < 1. It follows that . We first prove that the probabilities assigned by the stationary distribution to all vertices in H are 6hs same, and each is bounded below by&&-l. Let ~2' denote the probabiity assigned to state s bv the st,ationary diit,ribution of hi. We first shorn that a dkribution that assigns t.he same probability, ?r to each vertes is stat.ionary.
Consider any vertex u. Then xe* = CrEhl ntr -qr+. We need to show that this sum is in fact ?r. For each of the neighbors u of v in H, t,here is a contribution of ntr . Ai, which by our assumption is a-$. Hence, the neighbors of 2, in H contribute a total of x-v.
The transition from v to itself cont,ributes an additional term of rr -(1 -9).
In case v 4 B(H) me are done since all of v's neighbors are in H (and for every ot,her state z, qz,v = 0). Otherwise, there are t,wo additional cont.ributions. The first is due to walks of length less than & outside of H t,hat start at some u in H and end at v, which are translated in hl into a t,ransition from u to v with probabiit,y ~~~'p&(t).
(In case there is an edge between u and v, thii 1s the excess probability between zt and v.) Since p&,(t) = p&,(t), the total contribution of these t,ransitions is in. xugH CE;'p&(t).
The other contribution is due to walks of length at least 1s outside of H t,hat start at, some u in H and end at v, which are t.ranslated into a bransition from t.he auxiliary state a,~, to 2).
Bv construchion of t,he chain, for every auxiliary path emitting from a vertes u, all states on the path have equal stationary probability, and thii probability is Y$,' -P;,OU,l Since t,he t,ransition probabiit,y from a~, to v is k * c t,e, pff,,(t), (and p&(t) = p&(t)), the total contridukon from these transitions is is z.CUEH CtzL2 p&(t). Together, the contribution of transitions that are due to malhs outside of H is 7r * C"EH L-2 p&(t). Thii expression equals to ?r times t,he probabiit.y-of taking a transitsion from v to some vertex outside of H and is t.hus x . v. Summing all contributions, we get that for every v E H, Al x, = 7r' lr(v) " HI 2d
Nest. we prove bhat x 2 $&. We use the fact that the probabiities assigned by the sbationary distribution must sum to 1. The contribut,ion of the vertices of H is IH1 -7r. The total probability assigned by t,he stationary distribution to ausiliary states is We show the counterpositive of the claim. Namely, if there are no odd-cycles in G of length at most L then G is ~-close to bipartite.
Consider first the (simple) case in which all vert,ices in G are reachable from some vertex s by paths of lengt,h L/2. Consider a breadth-first-search (BFS) tree rooted at s, and the partition induced by putting odd-level vert,ices on one side and the rest on the other. By our hypothesis (nonexistence of short odd-cycles), there can be no edges between vertices of the same level (and by the propert,ies of a BFS tree there can be no edges between vert,ices which differ in levels by more t,han 1). Thus, the above part,it.ion demonstrates that G is bipartite.
In the more general case, we start an iterative process by which we partition the vertices in the graph. 
